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Basketball court layout terminology

A rectangular playing surface, with baskets at each end of the Arena basketball turning here. For the Arena in London, see Basketball Arena (London). The National Basketball Association's Miami Heat home field. In basketball, the basketball court is the playing surface, composed of rectangular floor, with baskets at each end. In professional or organized
basketball, especially when playing at home, it is usually made of wood, often maple, very polished and completed with 10 feet. Exterior surfaces are typically made of standard flooring materials such as concrete or asphalt. Dimensional basketball courts come in different sizes. At the National Basketball Association (NBA), the field is 94 by 50 feet (28.7 by
15.2 m). Under international basketball federation (FIBA) rules, the pitch is slightly smaller, measuring 28 by 15 feet (91.9 by 49.2 feet). In amateur basketball, the size of the field varies widely. The baskets are always 10 feet (3.05 m) above the floor (except perhaps in a youth competition). The basketball courts have a three-point arc in both baskets. A
basket made behind this arch is worth three points; A basket made out of this line, or with a player's foot touching the line, is worth 2 points. The free throw line, where one stands while taking a foul shot, is placed within a three-point arc at 5 feet from the plane's back panel. A foul is worth one point, but if a shot was made from the foul line during the game it's
still worth 2 points. [2] Composite diagrams of a basketball court with Fiba (first half only), NBA (both halves) and NCAA (men and women – bottom half only) mark the back panel and table area of the NBA Fiba WNBA NCAA Men's[3][a] NCAA Women's[4] Imperialmetric Imperial Metric Metric Imperial Metric Court Metric Length 94 ft 28.65 m 91.86 ft 28 m
as NBA pitch width 50 ft 15.24 m 49.21 ft 15 m as NBA frame height 10 feet 3.05 m is the same as NBA Free arch area 4 ft 1.22 m 4.10 ft 1.25 m same as diameter circle center NBA 12 foot 3.66 m 11.81 ft 3.6 m same as NBA 3 points line distance from basket 23.66 7.24 meters corner 7.24 meters corner[b] 22.15 feet 21.65 feet corner[c] 6.75 m 6.60
meters corner[c] The main arch is the same as FIBACorners as the NBA is the same as Fiba. d] Width 20.75 feet [e] 6.32 m[e] Key (shaded area of restricted lane) 16 feet 4.88 meters 16.08 feet 4.9 m same AS NBA 12 foot 3.66 meters just like NCAA men's free throw distance A line from a spot on the floor directly below the 15-foot-4.57 m 15.09-foot-4.6 m
backboard as nba^NCAA League I men's game used those dimensions in the 2019-20 season with divisions 2 and 3 adopting them for the 2020-21 season. In 2015, after finishing the season at 1.91 meters, he crosses the 7.24 meter arc. The distance of 6.70 meters exists only at points in the three-point line, directly to the left and right of the center of the
basket. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize The line is 0.90 meters from the side line in an area that begins at the baseline and ends when it crosses the 6.75 meter arc. The distance of 21.65 feet (6.60 m) exists only at points in the three-point line directly to the left and right of the center of the basket. The NCAA's
three-point line is the same distance from the center of the basket as The Piba Line, but is 1.02 meters from the line on the corners because the NCAA court is wider. At 180 degrees, the NCAA women's arch was held, perficed by an imaginary line passing through the center of the basket and parallel to the baseline. From this imaginary line to the baseline,
the arc is uniform 4.25 feet (1.30 meters) from the sideline. The most important conditions sections related to the center circle of the basketball court The only two players allowed into this area before the clue are the players who contest the jump ball (usually but not always center). Both players jump when the referee throws the ball into the air, each trying to
tap the ball into the hands of a player from his team. The three-point line The three-point line is the dividing line between the two-point area and the three-point area; Every converted shot over that line counts as three points. If the shooting player gets on the line, he'll count as two points. Any offense she made in the action of shooting over the three-point line
would give the player three penalty shots if the shot wasn't made, and one if it did. The distance to the three-point line from the center of the basket varies depending on the level or league, and will change several times. These are the current distances, with the league or lifting at any distance: 19.75 feet (6.02 meters): high schools (U.S.) 20.75 feet (6.32
meters): NCAA women's 21.65 feet (6.60 meters) to 22.15 feet (6.75 meters): FIBA and - 6.60 meters NCAA men's 22 feet (6.71 meters) to 22.15 feet (6.75 meters): 22-foot WNBA (6.71 meters) to 23.75 feet (7.24 meters): The NBA adopted the three-point line at the start of the 1979-80 season. This is of varying distance, ranging from 22 feet (6.7 m) in
corners to 23.75 feet (7.24 meters) behind the top of the key. During the 1994-95, 1995-1996 and 1996-97 seasons, the NBA tried to address the drop in scoring by shortening the total distance of the line to a uniform 6.7 meters around the basket. He was moved back to his original distance after the 1996/97 season. Fiba and the NCAA adopted the three-
point line in 1985. In most associations of high schools in the United States the distance is 6.75 meters. That used to be the distance to college basketball, too. On May 26, 2007, the NCAA Game Rules Committee agreed to move the three-point line back one leg to 20.75 feet for men. This rule takes effect in the 2008–2009 season. The women's three-point
line (NCAA) returned to 20.75 feet at the start of the 2011/12 season. During the 2019 season, the NCAA Rules of The Game Committee adopted The Piba Arch in a two-stage, divisional application Adopting the new arch in 2019-20 and other NCAA divisions do so in 2020-21. The NCAA women's spectrum hasn't changed yet. The international distance,
used in most countries outside the United States as well as the Fiba and NCAA men's competition, is currently 6.6m to 6.75m. The WNBA uses a Fiba arc except in the corner area, where the minimum distance is the NBA standard of 6.71m. The circumference is defined as areas outside the free throw path and within the three-point line. Converted shots
(made successfully) from this area are called perimeter shots or outside shots as called during older NBA games. If a player's foot is on the three-point line, the shot is considered a perimeter shot. The low post area The low position is defined as areas closest to the basket but outside the free throw lane. [5] This area is fundamental to basketball strategy.
Skilled post-low players can score many points per game without taking a jump shot. Key Kwai Lennard at the foul line during Game 2 of the 2019 NBA Finals. The key, free throw path or shady path refers to the area usually drawn under the basket; For the NBA he is 16 feet (4.9 m) wide, for the NCAA he is 12 feet (3.7 m) wide; In both cases it extends 15
feet (4.6 m) from the back panel. At the top of the rectangle is the free throw line, behind which players fire undisputed shots when disqualified. A circle is pulled around the free throw line within a 6-foot radius; This is used for jump ball instances, as is done in the center circle. Two 6-inch pot lines, three feet from the free throw lane line and 5-foot-4 from the
free line, show the bottom protective box linked to the restricted area. For the Fiba tournaments, since October 2010 the key is a 4.9m-wide, 5.8m rectangle. It was previously a 12-foot-wide trapezoid at the free throw line and 20 feet (19 feet and 6.25 inches) at the finish line. The key is mainly used to prevent players from staying under the opponents' team's
basket for long periods (maximum three seconds). A free zone arch is a semi-circular arc that continues around the area directly under the basket. With a few exceptions, defense team members cannot commit charging offenses in this area. The free zone arc in all North American rules states above the high school level (men's and women's NCAA, NBA,
and WNBA) has a 4-foot (1.22 m) radius below the center of the basket. The Free Zone Rainbow Act debuted at every level of NBA basketball in the 1997-98 season. The NCAA's restricted area arc was originally established for the 2011-12 men's and women's seasons within a 0.91-meter radius below the center of the basket, and was extended to
accommodate the 4-foot radius for the 2015-16 season and beyond. Other lines on NBA floors, two hash marks are drawn on the end lines near the key to mark the area known as the lower defensive box. Protection It is allowed to draw a charging offense within the restricted arc if the offensive linebacker gets the ball and/or starts his drive inside that area.
Also, two lines are drawn on each of the lines, 25 feet from each of the finish lines, indicating the perimeter of the practice box and bench. This line marks the furthest scope a coach (other than the lines) can withstand. Just behind this area is the team bench. On the half-court line of the NBA floors two lines extend outside the playing field, noting where the
replacements wait before they can enter the playground; Behind this area are various officials off the field, such as the time guard and the reserve referee. As Fiba changes on April 26, 2008, Fiba announced a number of major changes to the rules related to the court's signs. These changes will take effect in major international competitions on October 1,
2010, after the men's and women's world championships that year, and became mandatory for other competitions on October 1, 2012 (although national federations could adopt the new signs before 2012). The changes were as follows. The key shape has changed from trapezoid to rectangle as it is in the NBA, with NBA dimensions. The three-point line
returned to 6.75 meters (22 feet and 1.7 inches) from 6.25 meters (20 feet and 6.1 inches), compared with 23 feet to 9 inches for the NBA at the top of the arc. Fiba adopted the NBA's restricted area arc within a 4-foot-4 radius. References ^ Official Basketball Rules 2006 (pdf). International Basketball Federation. 2006. On April 6, 2007. ^^^ In 1994, in 1994,
the 1994 basketball was held in 2014: steps to success. United States: Mulls of Human Kinetics, Inc. pp. ix. ^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. N.C.I.A. June 17, 2019. October 9, 2019, October 9, 2019. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. N.C.I.A. on
March 11, 2018, March 11, 2018. On November 19, 2008, November 19, 2008, november 19, 2008, the Wayback Machine was held on November 19, 2008. Fact. Fact. July 1, 2015. February 27, 2018, February 27, 2018. In the 1997-98 season, the NBA added the free zone or restricted area. This is the part of the key, marked by a rainbow in the painted
area located one meter from the basket. The arc is important because a defensive player cannot force a charging foul within that area. It was designed to provide offensive benefit after a player like [Shaquille] O'Neal, players who flock to the basket and limit collisions. In 2008, after the company approved the historic rule changes, the company approved the
changes to historical laws. Championship. 2008-04-26. On April 30, 2008. ^^^ External links to Commons have media related to basketball courts. FiBA Center Board Free Basketball Court Layout Template (2010-04-17). Official Basketball Rules 2010: Equipment (pdf). International Basketball Federation. ^^^ in 2015, after the 2012
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